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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to present an updated overview of the user needs in the news media 

industry for the EMBEDDIA project. In this refined analysis with respect to artificial intelligence (AI) tools 

in newsrooms, we partly build upon “D6.3: User needs and challenges for news media industry”. The 

previous report derived from a project workshop where user needs were explored, applying action-

research paired with user-oriented design as the methodology. There were three key recommendations 

about what EMBEDDIA should focus on: comment management, detection of interesting news, and 

personalized news generation. Here, this preliminary guidance is expanded based on what has turned 

out to be important, preferable, and technically feasible. We continue with a similar methodology but 

are here focusing on user stories based on interviews with journalists and managers from the media 

companies. 

 

1.1 Main purpose of EMBEDDIA 

While advanced automated language technology tools and resources exist for a few dominant 

languages (English, French, German), many of Europe's language communities - and the news media 

industry that serves them - lack appropriate tools for multilingual internet  and text-based industry 

development.  EMBEDDIA aims  to solve some of these limitations and develop methods and tools, an 

EMBEDDIA Media Assistant, to allow to transfer resources and tools from technologically well-

supported languages to others.  The techniques and technologies developed in the project will enable 

journalists, editors and researchers to search, link and monitor news reports and editorial content; 

analyse and react to public user comments; produce content semi-automatically, and to do all this 

across European languages.The aim is to provide tools for smaller and medium-sized media companies 

and newsrooms in under-resourced languages that might otherwise lag behind.  

 

Three small and medium-sized European media companies are part of the project. These are Ekspress 

Grupp from Estonia (ExM), Trikoder (TRI) from Croatia, and the Finnish News Agency (STT). They 

have different profiles. ExM is a leading media group in the Baltic states focusing on publishing, printing 

services, and online media content production. Trikoder is part of Styria Group, one of the leading media 

groups in Austria, Croatia, and Slovenia with a broad offering of services ranging from newspapers to 

books and radio stations. STT is the only news agency in Finland. The publicly available EMBEDDIA 

Media Asistant will be developed for them and other media companies by the Estonian language 

technology company Texta. 

1.2 Development and adoption of new technology in media and 
journalism 

Investing in new technology and reforming newsrooms around artificial intelligence is costly and 

strategically complicated (Agrawal et al., 2018). It is less about the costs of investment in software and 

more of choosing the right editorial strategy and making sure that the newsroom is equipped with the 

right skills for radical transformation. This becomes a problem specifically for small and medium sized 

media companies. Due to several reasons, such as the downfall of advertising revenues and changing 

news consumption habits, the media industry is struggling not just to reinvent the business model but 

for survival (Lehtisaari et al, 2012). The lack of an innovation culture does not help either. Instead, 

imitation and copying are core elements of media innovation (Boczkowski, 2005). For instance, a study 

of US metro papers shows that companies are mostly rearranging existing business models rather than 

experimenting with radical innovations, while examples of new projects breaking the barriers of legacy 

media are rare (Villi et al., 2019). Especially newspapers tend rather to reproduce the concepts of past 
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successes, focusing on incremental changes, rigorous brand alignment and top down-monitored, 

commercially steered activities (Järventie-Thesleff, Moisander, and Villi 2014). Media executives often 

hesitate to make bold, high-risk moves because the landscape keeps changing so fast and the risks 

with costly investments is high (McDowell 2011). The brakes on change are also cultural (Ess, 2014). 

Going from products to services, from hardware to software, and from audience to users and consumers 

includes changing mindsets, many times unlearning the trade and its institutional truths. The problems 

with adaption has become acute during the Covid-19 crisis which have struck news media hard with 

rapidly decreasing advertising revenues and income in general: this have reduced their capabilities to 

invest in new technologies even faster and makes the EMBEDDIA project even more important, as 

provider of insights and tools for the European media industry. 

 

1.3 Artificial intelligence, news media and journalism 

The emergence of a new technology tends to be viewed as an incremental process, with the new 

inevitably replacing the old technology. However, examples from history show an interactive process 

wherein each shapes the other (Chadwick 2013, 25-26). Artificial intelligence provides a technological 

challenge that is different from previous transformations as it is not just about new hardware, say radio 

or television, but a whole new human-machine system. Artificial intelligence (AI), automation, and 

machine learning are transforming journalism around the world. AI is already affecting the news value 

chain, from news gathering to content processing, creation and distribution (Marconi & Siegman, 2017; 

Weghe, 2018). New technology is for instance used to verify input sent by users, such as pictures or 

videos, to filter out unwanted user comments, to check facts, to personalise and enhance the reading 

experience through content recommendation, to automatically generate texts and video, or to use 

advance audience metrics based on user behaviour to analyse performance of content. For instance, 

the New York Times is using predictive analytics tools to gain a competitive edge. This includes  so 

called funnel analysis to see how people become subscribers, and how to influence more to do so. 

They also use natural language processing to understand what content topics generate reader 

engagement, helping marketing teams to select articles to promote (Burns, 2015). At BBC an AI tool 

called Juicer aggregates news and extracts content. It watches 850 RSS feeds globally to take and tag 

articles at scale. Reuters tracer is a large scale system for detecting and verifying real-time news events 

from Twitter (Liu et al., 2016). 

 

However, journalists struggle to understand what AI means and usually focus on industry 

announcements. As an example, the most common news source for AI in British news media has been 

the Silicon Valley entrepreneur Elon Musk (Brennen, Howard, & Nielsen, 2018). Among journalists and 

media managers, there is frustration about the lack of clarity around key definitions in AI, for instance 

the connection between intelligence and artificial. The hype around AI does not make the conversation 

easier: is this material substance or is this just the new shiny trend of the moment (Perretti, 2019; 

Milosavljević & Vobič, 2019)? Media companies, constrained by financial and human resources as well 

as skills, need to think hard about where to invest and innovate. Therefore, the adoption of AI 

applications needs to be preceded by an editorial strategy with a clear vision and sense of which 

elements media companies should explore and what they should leave aside (Beckett, 2019; 

Jääskeläinen & Olij, 2019). This confusion is certainly not confined solely to journalism. Despite 70 

years of discussion, there is still disagreement on how to exactly define artificial intelligence. In this 

report, we rely on two similar definitions that underline the human side of AI, a ”human-centered future” 

(Diakopoulos, 2019) which come closer to the concept of augmented intelligence first promoted by 

Doug Engelbart (1962). 

 

AI can be dfined as« the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally 

requiring human intelligence (Hansen, Roca-Sales, Keegan, & King, 2017). 
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Research on artificial intelligence in journalism is still a small field with a limited number of articles 

published. The most recent contribution is a collection of expert opinions edited by Seth Lewis (2019). 

There is more research on specific features of AI in journalism, for instance texts generated by Natural 

Language Generation systems (Diakopoulos, 2019; Dörr, 2016; Leppänen et al., 2017; Linden et al., 

2019; Sirén-Heikel et al., 2019), recommender systems (Beam, 2014; Lianget al., 2006), bias detection 

in texts (Ali et al., 2010), content moderation with machine learning (Jiang & Han, 2019; Roberts, 2019), 

and story-finding and news worthiness or augmented creative writing (Carlson, 2018; Huovelin et al., 

2013; Magnusson et al., 2016; Plattner, et al., 2017; Zachos et al., 2018) but almost nothing on a crucial 

aspect, the data that drives AI applications in newsrooms. Skills for working with numbers, large and 

small data sets, public records, and data visualizations are essential in news organizations today 

(Boyles & Meyer, 2017; Rogers et al., 2017; Weber et al., 2018). The literature on newsrooms strategies 

for data is scarce, for instance when it comes to news text generation, where the unhindered access to 

structural data is a crucial element of operations (Karlsson, 2019). Some strategies for exploring, 

evaluating and utilising data have been described in the literature (Linden et al., 2019; Magnusson et 

al., 2016), for instance with software that enables journalists to encode news events and stories directly 

as data (Caswell et al., 2015; Caswell & Dörr, 2019). 

 

Certain specific features of newswork provide a challenge. Looking at the potential for AI in news 

reporting, Jonathan Stray notes that investigative journalism is a hard problem for AI, due to a number 

of reasons. One important aspect is the unique character of each investigation and the lack of structured 

data, which makes it hard to create computer models (Stray, 2019). 

 

To sum up and prioritise this overview of the state of the art in the news media industry, we can see 

that most media outlets, which use new digital tools including AI systems/tools/assistants, use them for 

the following tasks: 

 

• News search or aggregation: this helps contributors to find interesting topics or angles. 

• Personalisation: tools used for user personalisation of content (articles, newsletters) 

including geo-targeting.  

• Comment moderation: the mentioned tools are used for comment moderation or 

analysis and data extraction. 

• General purposes: help in producing stories, either the tools write the stories 

independently or they propose headlines, topics or images.  

• Other tasks: new digital tools include also data visualization, audience engagement, 

and transcription.   

 

During the Covid-19 crisis, there has been a growth in AI applications for newsrooms that have helped 

journalists to report on the pandemic more effectively: Media companies such as Times/Times Sunday 

or Swedish Aftonbladet use text automation to outpace competitors with its covid-19 news coverage; 

BBC launched a pop-up Corona Bot service to answer questions on Covid-19 related changes; 

Bloomberg uses a news detection AI tool to sift through sources and catch breaking news. These are 

just a few examples showing the rapid development of reporting tools. 

2 User stories methodology 
Insights in the previous report D6.3 that this report builds upon derived from a project workshop where 

user needs were explored, applying action-research paired with user-oriented design as the 

methodology. There were three key recommendations about what EMBEDDIA should focus on: 

comment management, detection of interesting news, and personalized news generation. Here, this 
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preliminary guidance is expanded based on – what during almost a year of discussions and experiments 

– has turned out to be important, preferable, and technically feasible. However, we continue with the 

same methodology which is essentialy about bridging communication problems – what do people need 

and how are these needs expressed and adressed? One one side there are users, in our case 

journalists with an organisational and skills perspective; on the other side there are researchers and 

developers with their own preferences, who might lack domain knowledge and struggle to understand 

user needs. Here we are focusing on user stories that build upon interviews with journalists and 

managers from the media companies. The methodology for this report is still based on action-research 

theory (Defrijna et al., 2008) combined with user-oriented design (Veryzer et al., 2005). We utilised both 

methods as they provide an orientation that fosters a deeper understanding of user needs and what 

constitutes value in practical terms for journalists. In this report we more precisely focus on user-stories 

which bridges both approaches (Cohn, 2004). 

 

2.1 Action research 

Action research offers a framework for research collaborations between scholars and practitioners with 

the clear intention to induce change and improvement of practice (Grubenmann, 2016). Its goal is to 

serve as a tool for ”solving problems experienced by people in their professional community” (Appelgren 

& Nygren, 2014). This research framework has been labelled a “remarkably inclusive methodology” 

(Cunningham, 2014, 3) and a “collaborative approach” (Stringer, 1996, 15). We argue that action 

research—and participatory action research, in particular—is less a methodology than an orientation or 

stance toward the research process and the participants (Cammarota & Fine, 2008). The main idea is 

that only an active participant can understand the dynamics of a specific human system, in this case 

the complexity of media innovations. Without trying to change it, the system remains invisible for the 

passive observer (Schein, 1987). In line with Dupagne and Chuan (2019), we argue that journalism and 

news media would be best served by ”being proactive toward AI development”. In the Tallinn 

EMBEDDIA workshop1, we presented a conceptual and methodological framework for interactively and 

iteratively clarifying and designing software according to the needs of the EMBEDDIA media partners. 

Following Defrijna et al. (2008), in the EMBEDDIA project we apply cycles of planning, acting, 

observing, and reflection to the development of new AI tools for journalists. 

 

The main reason behind this iterative approach is that a problem-driven and solutions-oriented research 

agenda helps us to orientate towards the specific conditions of the media partners involved in 

EMBEDDIA and the most relevant issues. This approach also puts researchers in a special position, 

for some previously unknown. The scientific bottom-up and participatory approach is motivated by a 

genuine interest in collaborating with people in the conduct of their work, as well as the future of their 

organizations and their communities. One could say that researchers involved are taking the role of a 

“friendly outsider” (Greenwood & Levin, 2006, 124-128). Furthermore, Grubenmann (2016) have 

defined three principles of action research: 

 The intention to change. This solutions-driven approach distinguishes action research from 

other types of participatory research. 

 Participatory and inclusive research. The goal is to maximize the usefulness of research 

outcomes for a particular community.  Outcomes are local and problem specific. However, in 

the EMBEDDIA project we go further and believe that research outcomes will be generalizable 

and/or replicable. 

                                                
1 March 12-13, 2019. In the event media managers, journalists, and developers from media 
partners worked with researchers. 
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 Developmental research process. Outcomes are answers to community-relevant questions 

created in negotiation with each other. Knowledge is uncertain and ambiguous, answers 

tentative and open to modification. This is especially true in the field of media innovations, 

where new technology is developed and deployed rapidly in a trial and error fashion with 

uncertain financial outcomes while editorial resources and skills are scarce. 

One specific challenge in action research is the terminology used to discuss key concepts and 

challenges. People from different disciplines or communities of experts have their own vocabularies for 

framing and presenting their thoughts. Metaphors play a central role in decision making. How they are 

actually interpreted and used can have a significant impact on decision outcomes, e.g., (Bosmajian, 

1992; Hibbitts, 1994; Napoli, 1999; Wagemans & Witschge, 2019).  Insofar as language does not just 

describe reality but constitutes reality, metaphors do not just describe but shape and create 

organizational strategy (Inayatullah et al., 2016). 

2.2 User oriented design  

The need for tools that are easy to understand and use is not new but the digital transformation of work 

and communication accentuates conceptual problems. People responsible for the creation of our digital 

products rarely take into account the users’ goals, needs, or motivations. This results in products that 

lack a coherent user experience (Cooper et al., 2003). User oriented design is a powerful tool for 

answering the most important questions that crop up during the definition and design of a digital product. 

The phrase user-oriented design is used to underline the need for user design consideration in the 

context of digital product development that transforms a bundle of technology with the ability to provide 

functionality into a “product” that people desire to interact with and from which they derive benefits 

(Veryzer & Borja de Mozota, 2005, 128). That approach fosters a deeper approciation of user needs 

and what delivers value to customers through evaluating problems and proposing solutions in the 

context of relevant user experience dimensions. The optimal result is products that provide maximum 

benefit to users. Table 1 contains a comparison of user-oriented and traditional approaches to designing 

products. 

Table 1: Traditional and new approach to designing products (Veryzer & Borja de Mozota, 2005, 132; 

Vredenberg et al., 2001, 2). 

Traditional Approach User-Oriented Design 

Technology driven User driven 

Component focus Solutions focus 

Limited multidisciplinary cooperation Multidisciplinary team work 

Focus on internals architecture Focus on externals design 

No specialization in user experience Specialization in user experience 

Some competitive focus Focus on competition 

Development prior to user validation Develop only user validated designs 

Product defect view of quality User view of quality 

Limited focus on user measurement Prime focus on user measurement 

Focus on current customers Focus on current and future customers 

In the case of EMBEDDIA, we have discussed a number of important issues and broadly follow a list of 

questions. 
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 Who are the users? 

 What are users trying to accomplish? 

 How do users think about what they’re trying to accomplish? 

 What kind of experiences do users find appealing and rewarding? 

 How should the product behave? 

 What forms should the product take? 

 How will users interact with the product? 

To facilitate an ongoing discussion of these issues, we created a user project committe that convened 

twice during the first half of 2020. There, a smaller group was able to discuss the user needs of 

journalists at the media partners in more detail. 

2.3 Methodology for user stories 

User stories describe functionality that will be valuable to users or buyers of software. They usually 

contain three aspects (Cohn, 2004, 4): 

• A written description of the story used for planning and as a reminder. 

• Conversations about the story that serve to flesh out the details of the story. 

• Tests that convey and document details and that can be used to determine when a story 

is complete. 

In software development, the user stories concept is a way of representing requirements for a system 

through brief texts that cover the three basic elements of a requirement: who is the system for, what 

does it need to do, and why is it important? (Lucassen et al., 2016a). In his seminal book on user stories, 

Cohn (2004, 3) stated, “software requirements is a communication problem” and proposed user stories 

as a means for customers/users and developers to handle the unpredictable nature of software 

development projects. During the last decade, user stories grew more popular and the concept remains 

a staple of requirements engineering (Kassab, 2015). Among the different variations of user stories, 

Lucassen et al. (2016a, 383) identify three aspects that they have in common: “(1) a short piece of text 

describing and representing the user story, (2) conversations between stakeholders to exchange 

perspectives on the user story, and (3) acceptance criteria”. The user stories written for this report 

mainly represent the first and second of these aspects -- they are short textual representations derived 

at through conversations between different partners in the EMBEDDIA project; media representatives, 

researchers and developers. The aim of the EMBEDDIA project is not to develop commercially viable 

applications. Therefore, the planning for the final stage, acceptance tests and release of product, is not 

included in these user stories. The textual representations included in this report are also meant to 

spark further conversations between the stakeholders and guide the formulation of more specific 

acceptance criteria.  

 

Practitioners who work with user stories tend to (a) perceive them as effective for reaching mutual 

understanding and making sure that the correct software is being developed and (b) find it beneficial to 

use a template (Lucassen et al., 2016b). The user stories written for this report use the template 

popularised by Cohn: “As a <type of user>, I want to <some goal>, so that <some reason>”. In order to 

guarantee the usefulness of our user stories, we follow the Quality User Story framework developed by 

Lucassen et al. (2016a). This gives us two collections of quality criteria, one for the individual user story 

and one for a set of user stories. On the individual level, the user stories need to be: 

 

 well-formed (includes the basic elements of a requirement, e.g., who the user is) 

 atomic (describes only one feature) 

 minimal (nothing more than the basic elements is included) 

 conceptually sound (the basic elements are ones that go together) 

 problem-oriented (does not suggest solutions) 
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 unambiguous (internally and in relationship to other stories) 

 full sentence 

 estimatable (the amount of work needed can be comprehended) 

 

A set of user stories should be: 

 unique and conflict-free 

 uniform (stories follow the same format) 

 independent (to the extent that it is possible a user story should not build directly upon 

another) 

 complete (together the stories form a fully functioning application) 

 

At this stage of the EMBEDDIA project, the last criterion on each level (estimatable and complete) 

proved most difficult to meet, suggesting that closer cooperation between the different stakeholders 

might be beneficial as the project progresses. 

In this report, most of the focus is on how news automation is viewed at STT. The user stories for 

Ekspress Meedia and 24sata, part of the Styria Media Group, have a shorter description and 

explanation of the methodology for deriving the stories. The reason is that we wanted to test a more 

compherensive application of action research and user-oriented design, which was made possible with 

a research assistant situated in the STT newsroom. 

 

2.3.1 Methodology for the STT user story 

 

The following methodological section describes how user stories were built from interviews followed by 

a thematic content analysis. For the purpose of further exploring the needs and challenges of the media 

partners presented in the first user needs report (D6.3), five in-depth interviews were conducted with 

STT employees by an EMBEDDIA research assistant. For preparation of the interviews, newsroom 

practices and automation project meetings were observed during five weeks prior to the interviews. 

Participants included newsroom staff as well as news managers. All participants had at least some 

experience with newsroom automation, either from previous projects, through their everyday work, or 

both. The sample was constructed so as to explore user needs on both newsroom and organisation 

level. The previous user needs report concluded that STT’s customers, i.e. local and regional Finnish 

newspapers, are highly relevant end users. For this reason, STT’s role as a service provider in the 

Finnish news ecosystem had to be taken into consideration. 

 

In order to avoid any terminological confusion with regards to automation, respondents were asked to 

prepare for the interviews by reading summaries of the technology being developed in the EMBEDDIA 

project. Beforehand, respondents also received six background questions, the answers of which were 

used to adjust the interview guide. In addition to providing information about previous experience with 

newsroom automation, participants were asked to describe a potential automation use case, which they 

elaborated on during the interview through an interactive process. 

 

The interview guide was constructed through an iterative process. First, a set of questions was created 

based on the results from the previous user needs report. Secondly, the questions were informed by 

topics that had proven useful in our other research on newsroom automation projects (Lindén et al., 

2019).  

 

Four of the interviews were conducted face-to-face. Due to coronavirus restrictions, the final interview 

was conducted using the video service Zoom. The language was Finnish, the mother-tongue of all the 

respondents. Since a Finnish translation was lacking for some of the key concepts, questions were 
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asked in English to avoid misunderstanding. Further, interviews were preceded by a brief discussion 

on terminology where respondents were provided with a list of key terms with translations. The 

interviews were recorded and lasted for 30 minutes to an hour. In the transcription process, the 

interviews were split up into meaning units and translated to English. In a second iteration, these units 

were transformed into themes to reflect what type of user need was being expressed. 

 

2.3.2 Methodology for user stories at Ekspress Meedia and Trikoder/24sata 

At Ekspress Meedia, a researcher from the EMBEDDIA project interviewed one manager twice online 

to create a user story on the needs for semi-automated keyword selection. At 24sata a meeting with 

journalists was arranged where two managers also participated. 

In this section, we will present three user stories, which have a future perspective with imagined 

newsroom affordances (Nagy & Neff, 2015). The first short one (Table 2) focuses on one journalist at 

STT but the results also contains a broader overview of different user needs that were identified during 

observation and interviews. The two second ones (Table 3 and Table 4) focus on macro and micro 

perspectives of user stories in the STT newsroom. The user stories for Ekspress media (Table 5) and 

24sata (Table 6) are based on the interviews and meetings as mentioned above. 

3 User stories 

3.1 User story: STT text generation 

Table 2: User story: STT text generation. 

As Head of news at the Finnish news agency Suomen tietotoimisto (STT), Virpi’s job is to coordinate 

the news production. This includes deciding what topics to focus on, distributing assignments and 

making sure that STT's customers - regional newspapers that rely on STT for their supply of domestic 

and international news coverage - know what is being produced. On an average day, the newsroom 

produces 250-300 news items, and as head of news, Virpi must guarantee that the customers get 

accurate and swift reports. STT maintains close cooperation with other news agencies in the Nordic 

countries and around the world. Therefore, all content from Finland has to be translated into Swedish 

and English, which is now done automatically. 

 

In recent years, news reporting has become increasingly data-driven. For these purposes, Virpi can 

usually rely on a small group of journalists who excel at finding and analysing relevant datasets, such 

as statistics from the Eurostat database. These tasks are time-consuming however, and due to 

diminishing resources, it is not possible to have anyone focus solely on this. Even during normal 

circumstances, the manpower Virpi is able to allocate towards data-driven reporting is limited, and 

ever since the coronavirus outbreak in early 2020, almost all resources are needed for more urgent 

tasks. 

 

Using EMBEDDIA technology, the job of analysing the datasets has become much more efficient as 

will be detailed in user stories below. The data still needs to be located and evaluated by journalists 

first, but the process of analysing potential news value and leads in the data is now handled using 

automation through which reporters quickly get an overview in short text format. This is a big time-

saver that is particularly valuable in high-stress situations. Thanks to multilingual text generation Virpi 

can make sure that whenever new data comes in, the initial reports reach the customers - local and 

regional Finnish newspapers quickly without compromising the accuracy of the content. The 

EMBEDDIA text generator simultaneously produces the same texts in Finnish, Swedish and English 
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that are also shared with the international partner network of news agencies, mainly in the Nordics. 

Thanks to automated text production, Virpi is now able to assign data-driven reporting to journalists 

who are not trained in statistics or computer science. When the EMBEDDIA text generator supplies 

them with natural language texts based on already analysed data, the journalists are able to use their 

own strengths: prioritising newsworthiness and writing articles in a way that the audience can 

understand. 

 

3.1.1 Multilingual text generation 

In the following part, we extend the discussion on user needs in the case of multilingual text generation. 

First, we note that the term “end user” still is somewhat unclear, since the term could refer to a 

newsroom employee as well as an audience member (see D6.3 for discussion). Which term is most 

accurate is in part dependent on how the automatically generated texts are used. Are they automatically 

published and thus immediately available to the reader, or are they used as raw materials for journalists 

and editors? In the previous user needs report, consensus leaned towards the latter. This view was 

confirmed in interviews with STT employees. Therefore, in this revised report, the term end user also 

refers to journalists and editors. 

 

Based on the interviews, a second important distinction needs to be made and it is related to STT’s role 

in the Finnish news ecosystem. STT does not only supply their customers (local and regional Finnish 

newspapers) with content. The news agency also aims to support their customers with services that 

support the reporting customers themselves are doing. Therefore, the end user can be either a journalist 

or editor in STT’s own newsroom or the equivalent in the customer’s newsroom. 

 

The most important finding also relates to STT’s role as a service provider in the Finnish news 

ecosystem. While text generation, and especially its multilingual features, is relevant for STT’s own 

newsroom, the news agency’s top priority is to enable their customers’ data-driven reporting. Such an 

approach entails providing customers with relevant data and the means to understand and process the 

data for news reporting. Automated text generation based on data represents one possible solution to 

this need. 

 

A second important implication of this service approach is that modification for different needs becomes 

highly relevant; the customers need to be able to choose what aspects of the data they want texts to 

cover. What aspect is relevant depends on which region of the country they cover, meaning that in this 

case modification is mainly of geographical nature. For example, public health service data from the 

municipalities covered by Newspaper A might not be interesting to Newspaper B and vice versa. 

However, the ability for customers themselves to control the modification process is considered 

important, since they possess the local expertise valued by their own audiences.  

 

Regarding the functionality of the system, the key findings relate to journalists’ skill sets and work 

practices. The participants all agree that most journalists - in STT’s own newsroom as well as in the 

customers’ newsrooms - lack the technical skills needed to efficiently use a complex system. This issue 

is exacerbated by a general lack of resources. Most newsrooms are stretched very thin due to financial 

struggles, meaning that for the majority of journalists, finding time to learn new skills poses a challenge. 

This makes simplicity a key requirement for any system being developed. The lack of resources also 

means that most news organisations lack the flexibility needed for adopting new work practices and 

tools. Another requirement, therefore, is that a new system is broadly applicable rather than specialised. 

Unifying the demands on simplicity and broad applicability is an important issue for the EMBEDDIA 

developers to address. 
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Finally, the main user need expressed vis-à-vis multilingual text generation concerns data handling and 

analysis. These skills are in short supply in both STT’s and the customers’ newsrooms. Hence, the 

respondents felt that the most significant added value provided by automated text generation is the 

ability to analyse data. As one respondent puts it when talking about reporting on coronavirus data:  

“For the most part we are writers, specialised in the arts or social sciences. We understand society and 

how things relate to each other, but when it comes down to crunching numbers, that’s not necessarily 

the easiest thing for everyone. In a sense that supports the notion of some automation providing the 

results that you can then go ahead and make conclusions based upon.” 

 

For a text generation system then the most important requirement is that it allows reporters to make 

sense of data by providing texts that do not have to be elaborate but clear and thus easy to understand. 

 

3.1.2 Macro perspective user stories 

As a news agency, STT has dual responsibilities: On the one hand, the company produces news in its 

own newsroom. On the other, it provides its customers (local and regional newspapers) with 

infrastructure for their own reporting. In the following two sections the macro perspective user stories 

deal with user needs related to STT’s role as a provider of infrastructure, whereas the micro perspective 

user stories (Section  3.1.3) focus on the more specific needs of STT’s own newsroom. Each row tells 

a specific user story. Each column represents one of the three basic elements of a requirement: who is 

the system for, what does it need to do, and why is it important? (Lucassen et al., 2016a). 

Table 3: Macro perspective user stories. 

AS A/AN I WANT TO... SO THAT... 

customer be able to choose particular data 
to report on 

my reporting is relevant to the region in 
which members of my audience live 

producer distribute relevant data to my 
customers in a format that is 
useful to them 

I provide some added value to their 
reporting 

producer help my customers make sense of 
the data 

they can focus on what to report and how to 
present content to their audience 

producer let my customers access 
automatically generated text on-
demand 

they get to choose how they approach the 
data 

customer get automatically generated text 
that help me make sense of the 
data 

I can use these texts as a starting point for 
more in-depth reporting 

customer locate and make sense of data 
that supports the story I am 
currently working on 

I get context and added value for my article 

producer get all automatically produced 
texts in Swedish and English 

I can share them with non-Finnish 
customers and news agencies 
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3.1.3 Micro perspective user stories 

The micro perspective user stories highlight the kind of functionality prioritised by STT’s own newsroom 

staff. 

 

Table 4: Micro perspective user stories. 

AS A/AN I WANT TO... SO THAT... 

reporter know that the texts are 
factually correct 

my focus can be on presenting information 
in a way that is meaningful for my audience 

reporter get texts that are 
uncomplicated and easy to 
read 

I can be sure I understand what I am 
reporting 

reporter be able to choose what 
aspects of the data on which to 
get text 

I am in charge of determining 
newsworthiness 

head of news automate the production of 
news texts that always follow 
the same patterns 

the newsroom can cover more of these 
stories or/and focus on topics that can’t be 
automated 

head of news be able to capture recurring 
events such as traffic accidents 
as data 

the newsroom can automate the production 
of news texts on these events 

reporter automatically generate 
headlines that build on 
previous headlines on the 
same topic 

I save time and the headline is a logical 
continuation of past ones 

sports reporter get a text that gives me an 
overview of what happened in 
last night’s NHL games 

I can easily identify relevant information 

sports reporter know which Finnish players 
played last night and how they 
did 

I can easily evaluate what is relevant to a 
Finnish audience 

sports reporter order background information 
on specific players or teams 
either as data or text 

I can include relevant context in my article 

 

3.2 User story: Ekspress Meedia semi-automated keyword 
selection 

The user story was developed in collaboration with partner ExM. It focuses on linking the articles with 

keywords, which helps  journalists looking for similar articles, editors when linking related articles, and 

readers when browsing the portal. Semi-automated procedure of keyword assignment, which is 

currently done manually, would save time to journalists and making tagging more consistent. 

 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk031rc6HEBFUXRQtB9-F1Y4-tllW2Q:1584884464911&q=express+meedia&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjN0Kncmq7oAhXF_CoKHTEXA_gQkeECKAB6BAgMECY
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Table 5: User story: Ekspress Meedia semi-automated keyword selection. 

Mari is a journalist at Ekspress Meedia (ExM), and she writes about 10 news articles a day. Once an 

article is written, she needs to define around five free keywords that best characterize the article. These 

keywords correspond to the main topics of the article, to help finding the articles of interest; ideally, the 

assigned keywords should be helpful for journalists looking for similar articles, for editors when linking 

related articles, and for readers when browsing the portal.  

 

Until now, the job of keyword assignment at ExM had to be performed manually. This is a demanding 

task, though: the Estonian tagset at ExM has about 66,000 possible keywords. At least it was cut down 

recently — until just a few months ago there were more than 210,000 tags to choose from — but cutting 

them down to keywords that have been actually used was a difficult and time consuming job that doesn’t 

happen often. So given the time pressure, Mari often has to choose keywords without paying much 

attention. She’s sure that she doesn’t choose the best keyword combination, and often prefers to assign 

keywords without checking whether they actually are in the ExM tagset. 

 

With the new EMBEDDIA techniques for automated keyword extraction and selection, though, Mari’s 

job is much easier. The process is now semi-automated: candidate keywords are detected 

automatically and keywords already in the ExM tagset are prioritised, to make it easy for Mari to keep 

the tagset consistent. Keywords not in the tagset may also be suggested, subject to Mari’s confirmation, 

and the tags will be processed by an editor in a later phase. Keywords which refer to named entities 

(names of persons, organizations, places) are also included. Mari now just has to make the final choice, 

selecting a few best keywords from the list of ten proposed top-ranked keywords for a given article. 

The selected keywords will be highlighted in the article where they first appear, with named entities 

highlighted in a different colour to make them easy to spot. Clicking on a keyword takes you to a page 

with all the articles with this tag.  

 

3.3 User story: 24sata comment moderation 

Our third user story was developed in consultation with partner TRI. It focuses on the user-generated 

content that must be handled by publishers, in the form of comments posted by readers under online 

news articles. The comments section is a key factor in attracting readers, and provides a valuable arena 

for free speech and public access. However, they bring legal and ethical concerns for publishers, and 

therefore the main concern of our partners is the ability to filter and moderate the comments - see full 

story in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: User story: 24sata comment moderation. 

Branko works as a moderator at 24sata, the largest-circulation daily newspaper in Croatia. 24sata 

reaches about 2 million readers daily, and many of them post comments on its online articles: on an 

average day, about 8,000 comments come in, spread over several hundred articles. Unfortunately, 

many comments (usually between 5% and 10%) need to be blocked to prevent them appearing online: 

they might be offensive, dangerous or legally compromising. This is Branko’s job. 

 

Until now, the task of comment filtering and moderation had to be performed almost entirely manually. 

This is time-consuming and skilled work: the newspaper has a complex moderation policy, as 

comments may need blocking for a variety of reasons. Some are irrelevant spam or advertising, some 

contain disinformation, some are threatening or hateful, some obscene or illegal, some written in foreign 

languages … so filtering through them all and making consistent decisions is difficult, especially at peak 

times when over 1,000 per hour may be coming in. Branko uses a system which flags comments that 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk031rc6HEBFUXRQtB9-F1Y4-tllW2Q:1584884464911&q=express+meedia&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjN0Kncmq7oAhXF_CoKHTEXA_gQkeECKAB6BAgMECY
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match a list of blacklisted keywords, but this isn’t very accurate and is hard to keep up to date as new 

topics get discussed. With the current COVID-19 crisis, for example, new kinds of spam, fake stories 

and ethnically-targeted hate speech emerge very fast, and the word lists can’t keep up. That means 

Branko largely has to rely on fast reading and experience. 

 

The new EMBEDDIA tools for automated comment moderation have made Branko’s job much easier. 

Comments are filtered in real time, automatically detecting those which are most likely to need blocking, 

ranking them by severity, and labelling them as to which part of the 24sata policy they seem to break. 

The final decision is left to Branko, but now he can easily prioritise the worst cases first, and make sure 

they don’t appear on the site, without having to read through all the others. He can then check less 

severe cases, and can leave unproblematic comments where the classifier is very confident for a less 

busy time. Branko’s final decisions are then stored and fed back to the system, so that it learns over 

time to improve, and to adapt to new vocabulary as new topics and stories develop.  

 

3.4 User story driven development 

  

Based on the user stories described before, clear end user needs were discovered. Users with 

comments need automated comment filtering. Users writing articles need tools to generate keywords 

and topics automatically. Journalists who write news will benefit from tools that generate brief stories 

automatically. It also became evident that most newsrooms already have their own content 

management systems (CMS) and it is unlikely for them to drop them and adopt new tools. Therefore, 

we chose an API-driven approach. All separate services have REST APIs, they are wrapped together 

and dockerized. This makes integrating and using them rather painless. At this moment, Ekspress 

Media is already using one of the services in production to predict if comments should be moderated or 

not. For those users who would rather build their own models, we have configurated our Media Assistant 

so that it enables data browsing, building classification models and implementing them over REST API. 

Finally, for demo purposes we use the same APIs to show how everything works in real life through a 

GUI. 

4 Associated outputs 
We also publised a paper on the Data journalism as a service (majority of work was performed before 

official start of the project, but was published in 2020). For more details, see the following publication, 

which is also attached to this deliverable as an appendix. 

 

Citation Status Appendix 

Appelgren, E. & Lindén, C.G (2020). Data journalism as a service: 
Digital nativedata journalism expertise and product development. Media 
and Communication 8(2), 62–72. 

Published Appendix A 

 

5 Conclusions and further work 
The purpose of this report is to derive and prioritise user needs of the news media industry for the 

EMBEDDIA project. We analyse innovation challenges in news media and map the current state-of-the 

art in media technology with regards to artificial intelligence tools in newsrooms. Our previous user 

needs report presented the results from a project workshop where user needs were explored, applying 

action-research paired with user-oriented design as the methodology. The results from roundtable 
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discussions in the Tallinn workshop provided initial guidance for the development work in the project. 

In this revised follow-up report we focused on user stories, which turned out to be a valuable user-

design tool that connected practioners, researchers and developers efficiently around shared insights, 

meanings and goals. The user stories presented here have been developed and tested on news 

managers involved in the project. However, this part would maybe not have been so successful without 

the social interaction that was a prerequisite for mutual understanding and shared language emerging 

from the workshop in Tallinn. In that sense, the methodology works progressively. 

 

In the case of user stories, the methology was applied more extensively at the news agency STT with 

a research assistant situated in the newsroom for several months observing activities and building 

questions for semi-structured interviews upon these. 

 

In the case of multilingual text generation, ”end user” has two different meanings since STT is a service 

provider to its media customers in the Finnish news ecosystem. The ”end user” can either a journalist 

or editor in STT’s own newsroom or the equivalent in the customer’s newsroom. 

 

The key findings are: 

 The most significant added value provided by automated text generation is the ability to analyse 

data, a system that allows reporters to make sense of data by providing texts that do not have 

to be elaborate but clear and thus easy to understand. While text generation, and especially its 

multilingual features, is relevant for STT’s own newsroom, the news agency’s top priority is to 

enable their customers’ data-driven reporting.  

 Another important implication of this service approach is that modification for different needs 

becomes highly relevant; the customers need to be able to choose what aspects of the data 

they want texts to cover.  

 Most journalists in STT’s own newsroom as well as in the customers’ newsrooms lack the 

technical skills needed to efficiently use a complex system. Therefore, a new system has to be 

broadly applicable rather than specialised. 

 

Additional added value from this report comes from the methodological insight that action research and 

user-oriented design could be applied in a new fashion, as user stories. Having a research assistant 

situated in the newsroom with access to editors and journalists provided the project with some valuable 

insights: observations of newsroom work transformed into a questionnaire that contained issues that 

otherwise would have been invisible to researchers. Our methodological experience from both the 

workshop in Tallinn and the preparation for the revised report also inspired us to prepare a special issue 

of Nordicom Review, ”Action Research for Media Development: Intersections and boundaries of social 

change, innovation, and entrepreneurship”, that will be published in 2021. We also initiated a Nordic 

network of action research in media development including academics, media managers and journalists 

that will be expanded on an Euopean level in 2021. 
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